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THE ABUSE OF MIGRANT WORKERS BY WORLD CUP 2022 HOSTS, QATAR: A CASE 




The Fédération Internationale de Football Association (“FIFA”) is an international 
organization that has described itself as a body that exists to develop the game of football1 for the 
benefit of the entire world.2  One of its visionary goals is to develop and deliver sustainable 
tournaments around the globe.3  Despite this, more than 6,500 migrant workers from primarily 
Asian countries—such as India, Pakistan, Nepal, Bangladesh, and Sri Lanka—have died in Qatar 
since it won the right to host World Cup 2022 ten years ago.4  While FIFA is not directly 
responsible for the numerous deaths in Qatar that have resulted from these new construction 
programs, the organization is actively betraying its goals and has only sought to include countries 
that will bribe FIFA officials—ostensibly “paying to play.”5  Although these death records are not 
categorized by occupation or place of work, many workers who have died in this timeframe were 
employed on World Cup infrastructure projects.6  Despite “internal investigations,” FIFA has not 
found evidence to warrant stripping Qatar of its hosting rights for 2022.7 
The effects of these labor conditions were publicized in 2013, with an incident involving 
French football player, and captain of Qatar’s El-Jaish Sports Club (“El-Jaish”), Zahir Belounis.8  
After becoming captain, Belounis’s contract was terminated, without reason, and he was 
subsequently not paid for over two years.9  Under Qatar’s employer sponsorship system of 
kafala,10 Belounis could not leave the country without his (former) employer’s consent.11  After 
pursuing remedies through legal action against his former team for unpaid wages, in retaliation, 
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El-Jaish denied his exit visa.12  FIFA, in turn, rallied international support for Belounis.13  
However, FIFA’s statements with respect to other migrant workers’ rights abuses have not been 
treated with similar regard.14 
A case was petitioned for review against FIFA by the Netherlands Trade Union 
Confederation, in determining whether the migrant worker human rights violation decision 
provided sufficient grounds to utilize ADR tactics.15  However, the court ruled in FIFA’s favor 
after less than a month’s consideration.16  Migrant workers’ rights have continually been violated 
since that early 2017 decision, and their rights warrant further action through arbitration.  The 
aforementioned case’s third claim was concerned with obtaining relief for a single individual.  The 
court decided this case based on law, rather than equity.17  Corporations that are interested in 
avoiding litigation before foreign courts are often willing to participate in ADR processes, and 
FIFA is a corporation.18  The nature of these migrant worker rights’ violations is transactional and 
commercial at heart.  Nevertheless, the treatment of migrant workers during the construction of 
stadiums in Qatar for World Cup 2022 is best construed as a violation of migrant workers’ rights, 
and thus, human rights.  “In general, 77% of corporations . . . involved in cross-border transactions 
have experience in transnational litigation, international arbitration and international mediation 
and other alternative dispute resolution mechanisms (“ADR”).”19 
When compared with transnational litigation, arbitration is more consistently relied upon 
than litigation as a means of resolving cross-border disputes,20 due to interests in saving time and 
money.21  Traditional means of litigation have already failed this class of migrant workers.22  
Pursuing a new claim to be relieved through arbitration may require a more immediate response 
from FIFA.  Basing a claim on equity instead of law would likely warrant a more favorable 
response than the above-mentioned case, due to the inherent requirement of having at least some 
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communication with opposing counsel, instead of simply filing a motion to dismiss.23  A claim for 
arbitration would require a demand from individual actors to force a conversation between FIFA, 
Qatar, and the affected class of migrant workers.  With enough global pressure, perhaps FIFA may 
reintroduce that argument with Belounis.  In the case of migrant workers’ rights violations, there 
ought to be restitution for incurred damages and protection for future workers.24  In regard to 
protections, international arbitrators may turn toward statutes in different countries that protect 
migrant workers, such as the Migrant and Seasonal Agricultural Worker Protection Act (“MSPA”) 
in the United States.25  Regarding restitution, finances do not appear to be an issue for Qatar, as 
the country is estimated to spend $500 million per week on World Cup-related projects, with over 
$200 billion estimated in total spending.26 
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